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Resume Highlights

Internal

C

reate a poster to help students who are depressed
or anxious about their course load and the isolation
caused by the pandemic.
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Internal

T

o begin chose one word and expand on the idea with a
quote from a famous person.

Success is not final,
failure is not fatal:
it is the courage to continue
that counts.
- Sir Winston Churchill
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Internal squared

I

needed three posters that were built around the word
‘internal’ and a famous quote. One was image driven which
was page two Buddha. The second needed to be text heavy
which is seen here.

T

his project is all about placement and interaction. How
does text fit into a shape? How do shapes interact? As
I experiment with these issues the story of ‘internal’ starts to
emerge.
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Icon: American Politico

L

egibility has been presented to us as a boundary you
don’t cross. I have broke this rule a number times at
Georgian because it supported my ideas. In the unusual world
of American politics, even when the text is in context and clear
as a bell, there is still a ‘gray’ zone.

I

wanted to create a portrait of Donald Trump as he
appeared in social media at the end of his presidency. At
this time I was very interested in David Carson’s work. As a
postmodernist grunge typographer, he is this century’s creative
genius or some other abomination. It depends who you read.
I think his persona might be more comfortable in the world of
fine art but his emotional charge is undeniable in any frame of
reference.

I

didn’t attempt to emulate Carson’s work, rather I wanted
his freedom of delivery or expression.

“Don’t mistake legibility for communication.”
			

-David Carson
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D/Evolution

I

n this history course at Seneca College we were asked to
create a poster for a series of lectures at the Royal Ontario
Museum. The main audience would be educators, language
experts, and typographical aficionados.

W

orking from the ground up, I constructed a history
of writing as we might find it in layers at an
archaeological dig. It was also a good opportunity to insert a
dig directed at social media.

?

4U @TEOTD RWE evolving or devolving?

PHOTOGRAPHY: M. REYNOLDS
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Red Rhymes

T

he Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
has released its latest report. IPCC states that it is a ‘code
red for humanity’. The following poster reflects the climate
change scenario as represented in American media.
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Code Red

T

he poster, called Code Red (CR), represents the drama
and the confusion in a Postmodern Style similar to David
Carson, Paul Rand or Paul Scher. Hierarchy is still valuable
and helps focus our attention on the title; but also redirects the
viewer to another location; another part of the story.

T

he poem ‘Pyramids’ is a little bit of postmodern writing
that asks the reader to complete the ending. With a little
effort everything is legible and we are coerced into spending
more time with Code Red and therefore more time with the
ideas of climate change.
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T

he client had been an engineer for 20 years and had
developed a reputation as a problem solver in the mining
industry. A company developed that created new mechanical
drawings that solved problems with old or poorly designed
mining equipment. They - ‘re design’.
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Resume Highlights

EDUCATION
GEORGIAN COLLEGE, GRAPHIC DESIGN

• Dean’s List Student (GPA 90%+)

• Photoshop Education
• Sculpture

ARTIST, WILSON HOUSE STUDIOS, NORTH BAY ONTARIO

• Fine Art Photography
• Sculpture
• Cabinets/home decor
with found objects and recycled material

GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE, THE BUSINESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, BACHELOR OF FINE ART, HONS.

• Double Major: Fine Art, Canadian Literature
• President of the Photo Arts Club

SOFTWARE SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Mac and PC
InDesign
Photoshop
Illustrator

• CMS
• Word
• Excel

RELEVANT JOB HISTORY
INSTRUCTOR, SCHOOL OF DESIGN AND VISUAL ART,
GEORGIAN COLLEGE, BARRIE, ONTARIO

• Digital Camera Techniques
• Photoshop for Photographers
• Intro to Digital Photography

OWNER\PROPRIETOR, M.G.REYNOLDS: PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICES, TORONTO, ONTARIO

•
•
•
•

Wedding and events photography
Food photography
Architectural photography
Portraiture
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